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ON THE PRODUCT OF TWO FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE APPROXIMATELY CONTINUOUS AND APPROXIMATELY REGULATED
Abstract. In this article we investigate the products of two unilaterally approximately continuous and simultaneously approximately regulated functions. In particular we prove some necessary conditions satisfied by the products of two such functions and a sufficient condition ensuring that a function is the product of two such functions.
Let TZ be the set of all reals and let fi denote Lebesgue measure in 1Z. For a (Lebesgue) measurable set A c TZ and a point x £ 71 we define the lower right (resp. left) density x) (df(A,x)) of A at x as liminf /i-o+ h (resp. kinf^n | r Ml) ).
h->o+ h
A point x is said to be a right (resp. left) density point of a set A C 1Z (measurable or nonmeasurable) if there is a measurable set B C A such that di~(B,x) = 1 (resp. dJ(B,x) = 1). If a point x is simultaneously a right and a left density point of A then we say that it is a density point of A.
The family Td = {A : each point x € A is a density point of A} is a topology called the density topology ( [2, 8] ). All sets A £ axe measurable ( [2] ).
Let T e denote the Euclidean topology in 7Z and let / : 1Z -> 1Z be a function. The limit and the continuity of / treating as a mapping from (7Z, Td) to (7Z, T e ) are said to be the approximate limit and respectively the approximate continuity ( [2] ). Similarly we define unilateral approximate limits and the unilateral approximate continuity. It is known ( [2] ) that a real a € [-oo, oo] is the right (resp. left) approximate limit of / at a point x E 1Z (a = ap-lim/(i) = f a p(x+) (resp. a = ap-lim f(t) = f ap {x-))) if and
only if there is a measurable subset A B x such that df (.A, x) = 1 (resp. d7(A,x) = 1) and lim f(t) = a. Ast-fx A function / : 7Z -> 7Z is said to be an approximately regulated function if for each point x 6 1Z there are both finite unilateral approximate limits fap(x+) and f ap (x-).
Evidently each regulated function / is also approximately regulated and the set D(f) of all discontinuity points of / is countable ( [1, 3, 7] ).
It is known ( [5] ) that each approximately regulated function / is measurable, so it is approximately continuous almost everywhere (i.e. the set D ap (f) of all approximate discontinuity points of / is of measure ¡j, zero).
Observe also that each set A C 1Z of measure zero is the set of all approximate discontinuity points of some approximately regulated function / : 1Z -* 1Z. Of course, if n(A) = 0, then the function f(x) = 1 for x € A and f(x) = 0 otherwise on 7Z
is an approximately regulated function with D ap (f) = A.
In [5] we proved that if a function / : 1Z -> 1Z is simultaneously approximately regulated and approximately unilaterally continuous then the set
Evidently, the sum and the product of two approximately regulated functions is also an approximately regulated function ( [2] ). Let (w n ) be an enumeration of all rationals such that w n / w m for n^m. In [4] we observed that the function
is a regulated function, but it is not the product of any finite family of unilaterally continuous regulated functions f\,..., f n : TZ TZ.
Moreover in [4] we proved that each regulated function / : TZ -• (7£\{0}) such that for each x 6 TZ relations f{x-) ^ 0 ^ f{x+) hold is the product of two unilaterally continuous regulated functions g, h : TZ -> TZ. Since h = lo g (gh) = log(Mi) = logc/i + log/11 = 52 + h2, we obtain that f2 is the sum of two functions which are approximately regulated and simultaneously unilaterally approximately continuous. This contradicts to Remark 3 from [5] .
In [6] we proved that the function
where (a n ) is a one-to-one enumeration of all points of the ternary Cantor set C which are unilaterally isolated in C, is not the product of any regulated and simultaneously unilaterally continuous functions g, h : TZ -* TZ. Proof. For n > 1 let A n = {x : \f{x)\ > and for x G A n let r n (x) = inf{|x -y\ : y £ A n \ {a;}}. All sets A\ and A n \ A n -1, n > 2, are countable, so without loss of the generality we may suppose that they are infinite and we can enumerate theirs elements in sequences (a ntk ) k such that ^ a n j for i ^ j. For each integers n, k > 1 we find a set G Td such that a n ,k € U n , k C cl{U ntk ) C {a n , fe } U / _1 (0), T/ rr x _ r / r n {a nk ) r n (a nk )\ cl(U n , k ) C I njk = I a n ,fc + -1, Moreover the following theorem is obvious. In the other cases we can proceed similarly, so the proof is completed.
